
Il Piacere di Scrivere

6 free app to write

Is inspiration calling you? Here you are six free app to
write when you do not have got near you pen and paper.
These free apps help who uses an iPhone, or who uses
an Android device. 

App to write on iPhone or smartphone

Here you are a smart list to write when inspiration calls
you: you can also organize a full novel by the right app!

Moleskine. Yes, it is “that” Moleskine. This brand made a free app to write from iOS. This app
takes 62.6 MB of memory and some clients,  on their  reviews on iTunes,  said that it  is  not so
reliable, so I suggest you to send your phrases/your proofs, you should synchronize with Evernote.
In this way, you should not loose anything. Tools are a lot in this app: you can use a block note or
an agenda, by categories.

Evernote. Free version sets limits, you can use it for notes, or as planner to organize meetings or
work projects. You can quickly synchronize with a lot of devices, so you have alwais got your text
ready. By Premium Version, you can work at the same time with other members of your team.

Google  Drive.  Free  and available  on iOS/Android,  you can  directly  use pack of  Quick  Office
(competitor with Microsoft): all your documents are synchronized with your account Gmail.

Mindly. Available on iOS/Android, with Mindly you can organize a novel or a work project (with
mind  maps).  With  Mindly,  you  can  wirte  also  quick  memo.  Your  files  are  synchronized  with
Dropbox, so you will not loose anything and you can work on different devices.

Poetreat. Free iOS app for poets: you can learn with it metrical system and the most important
figures of speech. After you wrote your poem, you can share it on Facebook or on Twitter directly
from app. 

A strange app: Write Or Die

Write or Die is a strange app that oblige you to be wrapped up on your writing. As an explosive
exercise for NanoWrimo contest, it is a very simple app: until you write, it will help you. You can
search for synonyms, you can organize your thoughts, or it is correcting you in real time. But, if you
stop writing, you will die: at the beginnig, you will hear an irritating rumor from app, then the same
app will delete all you had written, so you could not recover your text. Write or Die is a good
extravagance!
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